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Need and Goals
Could not find platform independent open source tool for macOS processing
◦ Other FOSS tools depended on obj-C or .NET or other non-free tools

Till a few months ago, Autopsy / Sleuthkit could not read lzvn compressed files (30-50% on El 
Capitan)
◦ Only one commercial tool could!

Wanted to learn mac forensic analysis from the ground up

Manual analysis of artifacts is very slow!
◦ Several thousand plists to look at..
◦ Manual analysis is not always possible!



Manual analysis fail
- SFL plist files

Key 1
Location

Value 1
Location

~~~RECONSTRUCTED PLIST~~~

Key                                           Type     Value

-------------------------------------------------------------

Root                                          dict

|

+-version                                   integer   1

+-properties                                dict

|   |

|   +-com.apple.LSSharedFileList.MaxAmount  integer   10

+-items                                     array



The Design -
By forensic analysts For forensic analysts
Works with popular/common disk image formats
◦ Also works on mounted volumes or individual artifact files/databases

Spreadsheet-like output (XLSX, SQLite) for easily filtering, sorting and sifting of data

Every piece of output data references its source 

Exports analyzed files for manual review

Completely Open source using libraries available for Linux, Windows & macOS

Native file system parsers - HFS+ (with lzvn support) & APFS for robustness when dependent 
libraries fail

Plugin based architecture for expansion
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Plugin 2
Plugin 3
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C:\Testingmac_apt>c:\Python27\python.exe c:\Github\mac_apt\mac_apt.py -h

usage: mac_apt.py [-h] [-o OUTPUT_PATH] [-x] [-c] [-s] [-l LOG_LEVEL]

input_type input_path plugin [plugin ...]

mac_apt is a framework to process forensic artifacts on a Mac OSX system

You are running macOS Artifact Parsing Tool version 0.2.6

positional arguments:

input_type            Specify Input type as either E01, DD or MOUNTED

input_path            Path to OSX image/volume

plugin                Plugins to run (space separated). 'ALL' will process every available plugin

optional arguments:

-h, --help            show this help message and exit

-o OUTPUT_PATH, --output_path OUTPUT_PATH

Path where output files will be created

-x, --xlsx            Save output in excel spreadsheet(s)

-c, --csv             Save output as CSV files (Default option if no output type selected)

-s, --sqlite          Save output in an sqlite database

-l LOG_LEVEL, --log level LOG_LEVEL

Log levels: INFO, DEBUG, WARNING, ERROR, CRITICAL (Default is INFO)

The following plugins are available:

ALL                 Processes all plugins

BASHSESSIONS        Reads bash (Terminal) sessions & history for every user

BASICINFO           Gets basic machine and OS configuration like SN,

timezone, computer name, last logged in user, HFS info,

etc..

DOCKITEMS           Parses Users Dock PList

DOMAINS             Get information about ActiveDirectory Domain(s) that

this mac is connected to



Running mac_apt
C:\>python.exe mac_apt.py -o c:\Output -s -x DD “D:\Mac Project\Images\HighSierra\HighSierra.dd” ALL

MAIN|INFO|Started macOS Artifact Parsing Tool, version 0.2.6

MAIN|INFO|Dates and times are in UTC unless the specific artifact being parsed saves it as local time!

MAIN|INFO|Pytsk version = 20160721

MAIN|INFO|Pyewf version = 20140608

MAIN|INFO|Opened image D:\Mac Project\Images\HighSierra\HighSierra.dd

MAIN|INFO|Looking at FS with volume label 'Untitled'  @ offset 209735680

MAIN|INFO|Found an APFS container with uuid: 405BD9B5-7303-44C1-9D77-EBD57DB77F5D

MAIN|INFO|Reading APFS volumes from container, this may take a few minutes ...

MAIN|INFO|Found valid OSX/macOS kernel

MAIN.HELPERS.MACINFO|INFO|OSX version detected is: High Sierra (10.13)

MAIN.DISK_REPORT|INFO|Disk info

MAIN.DISK_REPORT|INFO|Disk Size   = 232.89 GB (250059350016 bytes)

MAIN.DISK_REPORT|INFO|Part Scheme = GPT

MAIN.DISK_REPORT|INFO|Block size  = 512 bytes

MAIN.DISK_REPORT|INFO|Num Sectors = 488397168.0 

MAIN|INFO|--------------------------------------------------

MAIN|INFO|Running plugin BASHSESSIONS

MAIN|INFO|--------------------------------------------------

MAIN|INFO|Running plugin BASICINFO

...



Output snippet



OS & File 
system

Information



Deleted users If Auto-login is set, password is 
stored in obfuscated form. 
mac_apt will retrieve and display 
it here.

User Info



Safari History, 
Searches, 

Downloads, 
Last Sessions



Print Job 
History



Terminal 
Session 
History



Volumes 
mounted
(History)



Applications 
used recently



Recent Hosts 
& Servers 
Accessed



FINDER
Recent 

Documents



iMessage
Chats



Typed Shortcuts in 
Spotlight Search



Wifi History



Notes Data



Alerts
&

Notifications



QuarantineQuarantine



**New**
Spotlight Data



Full list of plugins
BASICINFO

BASHSESSIONS

DOMAINS

IMESSAGE

INETACCOUNTS

INSTALLHISTORY

NETUSAGE

NETWORKING

NOTES

NOTIFICATIONS

PRINTJOBS

QUARANTINE

RECENTITEMS

SAFARI

SPOTLIGHT

SPOTLIGHTSHORTCUTS

USERS

WIFI



In the near future..
Code upgrade to Python 3

Plugins for
◦ Apple Unified Logs

◦ fseventsd

◦ FaceTime

◦ iDevice Backup data

◦ Dock items

◦ Microsoft Office 365

◦ Safari Cookies

◦ More apps..



Thanks for listening! Time for Questions..
Thanks also to my students who helped in generating data, in research and writing some 
of the plugins - Austin Truax, Jake Nicastro, TJ Dalzell, Noah Sidall, Michael Geyer, Adam 
Ferrante, Jack Farley

https://github.com/ydkhatri/mac_apt

yogesh@swiftforensics.com

@swiftforensics

Send us your bug reports, requests or contribute with code !


